MUSQUITO
DISTRIBUTION
IN ALASKA WITH ESPECIAL
REFERENCE TO A NEW TYPE OF LIFE CYCLE
STILLLUI

C. FROHX

The most important and best known
family of Alaskan insects is the Culicidae,
or mosquitoes. Northern mosquito investigations since TT’orld War II have
provided enough insight into the Alaskan
distribution, if not yet furnishing an adequate check list, to be of interest to other
entomologists and even make contributions to biogeography. In this paper it is
proposed to compare in a general way
arctic, subarctic, and temperate zone mosquito faunas. Disregarding several rare
species and those of uncertain occurrence
as well as transition elements which tend
to obscure zonal distinctions, lists of the
mosquitoes of ULmiat, ,+nchorage, and
Juneau have been chosen to represent
their respective zones. This procedure
introduces a considerable error of olmission, but it does not seem either to misrepresent zones or to alLfect the chief
conclusions. Unfortunately:
we cannot
yet drai-, up complete lists of arctic, subarctic, or temperate zone Alaskan insects.
At first glance, today’s list of L1laskan
24 species belonging
mosquitoes ‘-about
to the worldwide genera Atdex, C&-eta,
C&x, and Anophelei-appears
commonplace enough to resemble another State
check list. Nothing could be farther from
the truth, holvever, for n-hen these species
are vien-ed v;ith a biological bias they are
seen to constitute an extraordinary assem-.
blage of cold-tolerant forms, a ilgOrOUS
selection biota, having a good deal in
common biologically. It is es-ident that
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Alaskan mosquitoes manifest only one of
four types of life cycles represented by
mosquito biologies in temperate United
States or Europe, and that the biologies
of three-quarters of the species belong to
this one type of cycle which therefore
thoroughly predominates in Alaska. The
type of life cycle of the remaining several
species is a new one (Frohne, 1953)
characteristic of the subarctic. Thus not
only has the northern environment selected species similarly qualified to survive
the winter and to take full advantage of
the short summer, but it has even developed, by a kind of convergent adaptation,
a second type of strictly northern life
cycle for the several other species whose
phvlogenies required them to hibernate in
a different life-history stage. Furthermore,
when the three zonal lists of mosquitoes
are presently contrasted, it will be noted
that only the dominant type of life cycle
occurs in the arctic list, and that the other
type, starting from a subarctic origin, becomes relatively less important in temperate southeastern Alaska.
Trees are an important part of the enI-ironment to mosquitoes, and their distribution is also an important biological
difference between the three life zones.
The convenient custom of mosquito
xorkers of designating species which are
apparently limited to forests as “woods”
species, and those of treeless country as
. . .>
“tundra” or “prarrre species, is fo!lowed
here. Xdmittedly, nevertheless, only better distribution data and careful life-history studies showing how trees may be
necessary, perhaps for mating activities or
for hibernation of “n-oods” mosquitoes,
can establish the validity or erroneousness
of these handy, speculative designations.
TYPES OF CxLE.--Four
kinds of mosquito life cycles have been recognized,
(Bates, 1949) depending chiefly on the
number of broods per year and the stage
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in which the inclement season (winter or
dry season) is passed. Each type, originally proposed by G’esenberg-Lund, has
been named by Bates after a typical, representati1.e species. Thus, in the one named
for the almost cosmopo!itan house mosquito-the
C&.r
pipiens
type of life
cycle-Lhere are an indefinite number of
broods a season, and it is the inseminated
females which hibernate.
This type of
cycle does not occur among Alaskan mosquitoes. As a matter of fact, no -Alaskan
mosquitoes appear to have more than a
single annual brood. Three-fourths, probably eighteen, of the Territory’s species
belong to the Ai&x cinetaertstype of life
cycle, which is single-brooded, with hibernation in the egg. Disregarding a peculiar species of Culisetn (which
may
possibly hibernate in the larval stage in
Alaska as it does in Europe), since we do
not know the facts, the remaining species
(about 5) cannot be accommodated in
any of the long recognized types of life
cycle. Every Alaskan is familiar with
some of these common mosquitoes, which
include the large biters of early spring.
One of them is a winter mosquito, frequently encountered by snowshoers on the
trails about Juneau, flying in the sunshine
and resting on the snow in January and
February.
It was the detailed study of
two species of this group by entomologists
of the Arctic Health Research Center
which led to the definition and naming of
Culiseta imthis new type of cycle-the
p&ens
type of life cycle. Before discussing the distribution of Alaskan mosquitoes according to type of cycle it is
desirable to characterize the two cycles of
Alaskan mosquitoes.
Aides cinel*eui TYPE OF CYCLE. Aides
cinel*eus itself and about 17 congeners are
the well-known, vicious biters of June and
July in Central Alaska,
Most of them
are smaller kinds than the big Culiseta
pests of April and May which they replace, but their numbers are legion. The)
begin biting just after they have finished
mating, usually in characteristic swarms.
They seek blood in order to develop the
eggs, which they soon lay individually in
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the dry basins of vernal snow-melt pools.
The eggs develop embryos at once, but
they do not hatch, even if inadvertently
flooded. Instead, they lie quiescent over
the winter until with the melting snows
of the following spring, they hatch in a
characteristic order or successionaccording
to species. Thus the earliest abundant
one, ,42des communis, is typical of cold
melt holes of partly ice-bound pools,
while a late one, At;des pionips, occurs
especially in lukewarm pools a month or
more later. Aedej cinei.eus is intermediate. Regardless of minor differences of
hatching habits and of habitat, the adults
emerge about a month aftern-ards. Thev
mate, soon bite, and oviposit to complete
the cycle. Thus, A;nes ci?zei*erdsand all
other Alaskan AZdes species pass 8-10
months of their individual lives of about
a year as embryonated eggs, and they produce one annual brood.
Culiseta impatiezs TYPE OF CYCLE. Besides Cztliseta inzpatiens, C. alaskah-is,
(Frohne, 1954) has been shown to pass
through a closely similar life cycle, and
it is necessary to assume from larval dipping records and other evidence that the
local species of Culex and AnopheIes also
manifest similar life cycles. The eggs of
C. impatiem are laid in May or June in
boat-shaped rafts of a hundred or more
eggs directly on the water of permanent
ponds and bog pools. After 5 days they
hatch and rush through their larval and
pupal development to the winged stage in
less than a month.
Mating is probably
always without the formalities of male
swarms, and the males die soon afterwards. The inseminated females are restless and without bloodlust during their
first summer,
They seek out resting
places where they may remain dormant
as long as 9 or IO months. In southeastern
Alaska, however, they come forth impatiently on sunny days of winter.
In
March, April or May they seek blood,
mature the eggs in about two weeks, oviposit, and so complete the cycle. Part of
a female’s activities belong to her first
summer, another kind of behavior to her
second summer, and she is likely to live

more
than a i-ear as an adult inSect. The
ofc;-c!e
~
’ ! The C)-C~CO_ Cr:l;‘~~,+g iizoi.ji’i~~3:
.
X7,-itn is in cll2ubt,) TX o or the Ior:ncr group
occurrence cf X-0 types 0Z_ rexdts
. 1‘
of species, unfortunatel!-. are bad pest: o;
the early springtime. This results In c::tending the mosquito biting seaSon.\l-l,ich
lasts about four I~:oi~thS. Ths litter cgr~c:,
includes Some “15-oo&” ;-;osquitoe;. a saltj2Zi?iL.marsh contiiwent,
0; s:.-hick _G&r!?_i
d
lode3- iS ITlOSt important, and ~e:.td kinds
thick
a:-oid trees. T h_eir ad:_;it hflbitatj
2r.E
31:e 0;
neither tundra nor prairie.
d-ES2
‘inon-woods” species 7:hich bree&
on!\- in brackish T.J.aterin _ilaSkz. ‘0 idT
‘,
as is known, is ,d’;dc’f t?izifezcetib.
The
i-IrR-TIC ~~OSQLITOES. Knight (Ig+s j: aduits of flcIue<ceszj do not leai-e the o;en
nlos- sait meadon-s. Of el:en greater practica!
to dloi-il \ve on_e&e &t of T<p:iat
importance is the behavior or biting fequitoes, reported three species and evidence for the occurrence of one or tl*vo males of certain “woods” species n-hich
are not merely reluctant to leave the coi’er
more there. Llosquitoes are exceedingl\of the trees but actually do not molest
abundant and troublesome at Umiat. The
ciesrings.
The
known species are _4gde; pznctol., coi72- people living in
and nea~~icz-rj. The suspected same Species, in the main, do not disperse
2?224?2i5,
additional ones are closeiv related _:?de; far from their breeding areas, although
6ispecies such as ii. Izi&wL-.
,111 of theSe
Tar” may mean more than a mi!e. T_lnbelong to the AZdej ci?zei*cz!:type of cvcle. fortunately, away from the coast and
Even though pu72cto7 and co~22~>2u~2ij.
oc- further north such fortunate habits, or the
cur in forests farther south? di these arctic species manifesting them, are less promiforms must be considered “tundra” spe- nent when evident at ail.
cies, for trees in the usual senSe do not
TEMPER-ATE: ZOXE ~~L.wx.~s S~OSQUITOES.
occur about Umiat.
Some or perhaps all
Any attempt to explain biogeography of
of them are great migrants here. Their
southeastern -Alaska should take into acdispersal with the wind has been observed count the recent recession of the ice cap
by others and ourselves in the strange there and the comparative isolation still
light of arctic evening. This phenomenon
caused by sea, ice, and mountain barriers.
of dispersion has been called upon to H owes-er, radiocarbon dating, (Berrill,
explain the short duration of mosquito
1353), shows no such great age difference
abatement I:-hen about 30 square miles
from the north temperate United States
around Umiat were sprayed with DDT
as one might expect. Sluch of AIaine was
concentrate by aircraft.
It may be a still covered by the last continental glacier
result of the almost continuous sunlight
for about a thousand years after the bog
of the flight period that these arctic mos- on upper 1Iontana Creek near Juneau
quitoes manifest no noticeable periodicit)
melted and began accumulating peat
in biting and perhaps of other activities.
about 5,000 years ago as Heusser ( 1952)
The mosquito biting season in this part
has determined.
But this geologicallyof the arctic is less than a month per
short period operated in conjunction with
year, but it is possibly the most sesere in
sea and mountain barriers and lengthy ii’
the world during this short period.
mild winters in southeastern ,Uaska: and
SUBARCTIC~IOSQUITOES. The ,Anchorage area has a larger and better knon-n
mosquito fauna.l
There occur as least
four species with the C&-eta i?ispatieiaj
and trvelve n-ith the Cede,- clneieezlj types
iarge

the combination of impediments has ap- mosquitoes (Ades), those of southeastern
parently kept many organisms out to this Alaska are probably all “woods” species
Some mosquitoes, e.g. Culiseta which disperse relatively short distances
day.
alaskaksis and Aides excmcians, have and leave the shelter of the forest reluctantly.
apparently penetrated into the region only
SUMMARY
AND CONCLUSION.
A prelimat points like Haines and Wrangell where
inary check list of 24 Alaskan mosquitoes,
major rivers provide an avenue from the
However, along the coast and and three partial lists representing arctic,
interior.
perhaps by island-jumping came two mos- subarctic, and temperate life zones of the
quitoes, Culiseta incidens and maccrac,+- Territory are presented. After viewing
enae? which are otherwise typical United
these lists of species according to their
States West Coast temperate forms. A
biologies-types of life cycles-it is concluded that Alaskan mosquitoes as a
further factor is the cool summer climate
of southeastern Alaska.
The region is .whole are an extraordinary selection biota.
relegated to the temperate zone in recog- Only two types of life cycle, both maninition of its mild winters, despite its cool festly adaptations to the northern climate,
summer climate, as a glance at July and occur. One of these, which is especially
January isotherm maps for North America
characteristic of the subarctic, is new. All
makes obvious.
Alaskan mosquitoes are single-brooded.
Viewed in the light of the preceding
They may be classified as to type of life
paragraph it is not surprising that the cycle by the stage, egg or inseminated
Juneau list of mosquitoes,l representing
female, which hibernates. Biological difsoutheastern, i.e. temperate Alaska, resem- ferences among the representative species
bles the arctic and subarctic Alaskan lists lists of the three zones are discussed. Of
more than it would a stateside temperate
practical importance is the length of the
zone list of mosquitoes. At Juneau eight
mosquito biting season, less than a month
species with the Aides cinereus type of in the arctic, about 4 months in the subcycle and two with the Culiseta impatiens
arctic, and more than 5 months in temoccur. There are no mosquitoes which
perate Alaska.
produce more than a single annual brood
though the mosquito biting season is very
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